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Abstract

The National Computer Security Center’s (NCSC’S)

LOgical Coprocessing Kernel (LOCK) project is

progressing on plan. LOCK is an advanced develop-
ment of hardware-based computer security and crypto-
graphic service modules. Much of the design and
some of the implementation specifications are com-

plete. The Formal Top Level Specification (FTLS)

also is complete and the advanced noninterference

proofs are beginning. This hardware-based approach

has brought the LOCK project into many uncharted

areas in the design, verification, and evaluation of an

integrated information security system. System
integration promises to be the single largest program-

matic problem. Our verification tools seem able to
verify design only and not implementation.

Introduction

The purpose of this paper is to capture the

essence of the design principles guiding the LOCK

project. This paper provides an historical perspective

with some projections to the future. If the reader is

unfamiliar with LOCK, we suggest reading our

previous overview [1].

LOCK is an advanced development of two reusable

hardware security modules for general purpose compu-

ters. The System-Independent Domain-Enforcing

Assured Reference Monitor (SIDEARM) separates

different levels of classified informational The Bulk

Encryption Device (BED) separates unencrypted data

processed by the computer from encrypted data stored

on disk and tape.2 The integration of these modules

into a computer provides high-grade Information

lThis feature is also called red-red Separation>

multi-level security, and is part of COMPUter

SECurity (COMPUSEC).

zThis feature is also called red-black separation

and is part of Communications SECurity (COMSEC),

~unix is a registered trademark of AT&T.

U.S. Government Work. Not protected by

U.S. copyright.
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SECurity (INFOSEC). We call such a system a
“LOCKed” computer.

The NCSC sponsors LOCK to subsidize industry

risk in the development of standardized reusable

INFOSEC modules. We encourage vendor production

of high-grade secure systems by encapsulating much

of it in the LOCK standard modules (SIDEARM and
BED). We expect these modules to reduce system

development time and cost. LOCK provides the open

architecture platform on which many secure systems

may be developed [2].

The LOCK program has a 17-year history. The

project grew out of the Provably Secure Operating

System (PSOS) study [3] begun in 1973 at the

Stanford Research Institute (SRI), An implementation

study by Ford Aerospace [4] began in 1980. The

study concluded that implementation was not feasible

with available resources. The NCSC continued the

development of a limited-functionality hardware-based

Trusted Computing Base (TCB) with Honeywell. This

project, called the Secure Ada Target (SAT), marked

the beginning of the current three-phase development

described below.

The SAT project, begun in 1982, was a research

effort to design secure computers. Phase one yielded

the high-level requirements specification in 1983.

Phase two yielded the functional design specification

in 1986. Phase three, now called LOCK, will yield a

detailed design specification and a secure microcom-

puter prototype by 1990.

The theme of this paper is INFOSEC design

principles and their application to LOCK. Section 2

briefly describes each of the major principles.

Section 3 describes the application of these principles

in major design decisions. Sections 4-5 focus on two

important design areas: design verification and porting

Unix3 System V to a LOCK host. Section 6 projects

future LOCK directions.

LOCK Desire Principles

This section lists the design principles on which

LOCK is based. All other sections focus on how we

applied these principles. The principles are:



(1)

(2)

(3)
(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)
(8)
(9)

Small-and-Real Beats Big-and-Theoretical,

Incremental Development,

Focus on the Unknown,

Minimize Security Impact on Users

Maintain Performance with Hardware,

Theories of Security Come from Theories of

Insecurity,

Enemy Inside the System,

Enhance Security Features, and

Least Privilege.

Small-and-Real Beats Birz-and-Theoretical

The PSOS design was large and complex. To

build a real system, one had to focus on a subset of

the problems. Further, design discussions had
proceeded sufficiently that developing a prototype

secure system was the next logical step.

SAT began as a development of a small secure

platform on which further work could be built. It

was to be a target machine (execution environment

only) with only a minimal executive for dedicated Ada

applications (hence the name Secure Ada Target). We
call this design a TCB builder’s tool because it

provides a secure base and set of primitive security

operations, but it is not functionally complete.

Incremental Develo~ment

An important lesson learned from the PSOS

implementation study was the importance of incremen-

tal development. The idea is to develop the system

base and then slowly add well-defined modules, In

verification, this principle translates to “build-a-
little, prove-a-little” (see Verification Approach) and

in design, to “integrate-a-little, test-a-little.”

Focus on the Unknown: Prototvpe Versus Product

LOCK is one or two stages away from final

product development. Because of limited resources,

we focus on aspects of the design we least under-

stand. For example, we defer full functional testing

until the final product. Instead, we focus on new
problems, such as the requirements of software drivers

for the cryptographic subsystem. One corollary of

this principle is to use commodity (off-the-shelf)

rather than customized parts. This frees us from

doing more design work than necessary.

Minimize Securitv Imoact on Users

Users want to use computers to meet their

operational goaI--whether it be processing bank

transactions or managing battles. Users want

security, but not at the expense of the primary

mission. Security features should be as transparent as

possible to the user. This means secure systems must

minimize (1) change to the user interface and (2)

system performance degradation.

LOCK’s portability provides a common solution for

many different architectures. The LOCK modules will

support different operating systems with minimal

change to the application and user interfaces.

Maintain Performance with Hardware

Security and performance goals cannot be

optimized simultaneously. Security enforcement

requires System resources. LOCK’s dedicated security-

enforcing hardware reduces the performance impact on
the host computer. The speedup over a software

security kernel is analogous to using a math copro-

cessor compared to software floating point emulation.

Processors and memory are relatively inexpensive

and the cost trend is down. Both the SIDEARM and

the BED contain at least two microprocessors.

Whenever a security feature may degrade performance,

we first try to support it with hardware. If that is

not possible, we must trade performance for our

primary goal of security. Despite this, we believe

that a LOCKed computer will lose less than 100/6

performance compared to an unLOCKed version.

Security has top priority in the prototype. To

cut cost and increase performance, we can alwaYs

back off and create less secure (e.g. B1 ) versions. We

could move SIDEARM functions into host software, or
delete or combine module functions.

LOCK focuses on security that counters specific

threats. We believe that theories of security come

from theories of insecurity. For example, we must do

extensive formal analysis from at least two different

perspectives to find covert channels [5].

Enemv Inside the Svstem

A designer of a secure system must assume that

his enemy knows the details of his system. The

designer must further assume that the enemy is inside
the system - that all untrusted software is subverted.
The TCB must ensure that untrusted software cannot
(i) violate security policy and (2) spoof users

performing security-relevant operations [6].

Enhance Securitv Features

In computer security, users need to control access

to their information on a per-user basis in addition to

per-level control [7]. There are many ways to

provide this control. One way is to leave per-user
control entirely to the discretion of the owner

(usually the creator) of an object. This is called
Discretionary Access Control (DAC). Once a user can

read an object he can copy the object’s contents and

give access to his COPY. This weakness of DAC

allows Discretionary Trojan Horses [8] to operate
within a given Mandatory Access Control (MAC) level.

We sought a stronger mechanism that would give the

same per-user control.

In addition to traditional access control lists,

LOCK deals with per-user access control by allowing

extensions to the security lattice. These extensions

allow for increased granularity control within the
stronger MAC scheme. LOCK’s dynamic lattice allows

special users to add, delete, and reconfigure parts of
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the dominance lattice with a trusted program. This

user-administration of lattice “branches” models the

paper world in which control of compartments often is

decentralized. The flexible lattice approach also

allows minimal representation, a Partially Ordered SET

(POSET), that excludes disallowed combinations of

security levels [9].

Least Privilege

The principle of least privilege means restricting

system privileges to the absolute minimum required by

a program to do its job. In addition to MAC, LOCK
refines least privilege with Type Enforcement. This
mechanism sets up tight domains of privilege in which

specific programs must run. Each object has a type

in addition to a security level. Access to specified

types are restricted to specified domains [10, 1].

The partitioning of host-resident TCB software

into many domains may degrade performance. If the

time needed to switch security contexts in going from

one domain to another is excessive, domains can be

combined.

Maior Desire Trade-off Decisions

After an introduction to LOCK architecture, major

project design decisions are discussed. Chronolog-

ically ordered to show the design progress, we show

how we have applied the design principles discussed

given our prioritized goals of (1) security, (2)

performance, and (3) cost. The decisions are listed

below and detailed in subsections

(1) Secure Existing Computers,

(2) Capability-Based Access Control,

(3) Security Policy Extendibility,

(4) Loose versus Tight Coupling,

(5) Commodity versus Customized Components.

LOCK Architecture Requirements

To use the LOCK standard modules, computers

must have (1) a two-state processor (e.g. user and

master mode), and (2) one level of indirection in

addressing - virtual memory. One allows the separa-

tion of trusted from untrusted code. Two ensures all

memory addressing will be mediated - usually using a

Memory Management Unit (MMU).

The reference monitor is conceptually split into

an access decider and an access enforcer (figure 1).
In the LOCK implementation, the SIDEARM is the

decider and the MMU is the enforcer.

We chose the architecture shown in figure 2

because it is simplest from an engineering standpoint.

The MMU need not be drastically modified since the
CPU is acting as the MMU table initialization

mechanism. This is important in architectures where

the MMU is tightly integrated into the CPU. On the

other hand, this requires trust in the master-mode
host CPU software to translate the reference moni-

tor’s access decision to a MMU table entry.

REFERENCE MONITOR

EiMim
Cpu
s#je.3 #ect

subject + H

requests access

Ill!5B

gol”o.go
—’, ..—

access
to object

vector decision

(load 111~”)

Figure 1

* t *
SIDEARM CPU PRIVILEGED MMU

COOE

LOCK ACCESS CONTROL FLOW

o
I

@ Subject requests access to object; SIDEARM replies

@ CPU Losds MMU table with access vector

@l MMLJ uses MMU table entries to enforce sccesa

Figure 2

More tightly integrated options are shown in

figure 3. Sequence <1, 2b> shows the more tightly

coupled option where the SIDEARM loads its decision

directly into MMU-internal tables. This may require

a large MMU-local memory depending on the number

of active users and virtual memory scheme. The

MMU also must be separate so that it can be

customized. Vendors would have to change newer

CPU-coupled MMU designs to accommodate this

approach. The other sequence, <1, 2a, 3a>, requires

less change since it loads MMU tables over the global

bus into primary memory.

ALTERNATE ACCESS CONTROL FLOW

@
I I

@
@ subject requests acceaa to object
@ SIDEARM loads MMU external tables
C@ SIDEARM loads MMU Internal tablea directly
(&J MMU uses MMU tsble entries to enforcs access

Figure 3
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Secure Existing Commrters

A primary driver in many design decisions is the

goal to retrofit the security into existing archi-
tectures. This led us to reusable hardware modules to

extend the computers’ effective Instruction Set

Architecture to include security-enforcing operations.

There are two main reasons to retrofit: (1) reduce

development cost and (2) extend applicability to

fielded computers. We reduce development cost by

avoiding the large investment required for a com-

pletely new computer design. We extend applicability
with reusable modules. These modules allow us to

introduce high-grade information security into systems

without requiring major changes in procurement

directions. We minimize impact on users’ substantial
investment in both hardware and software systems.

Ca~abilitv-Based Access Control

This section traces the historical progress of

access control capabilities in the LOCK design. LOCK

began as a pure capability machine (PSOS). A

conceptual flaw with this approach [1 1] led to touch-

lirnited capabilities. That approach then gave way to
name capabilities (LOCK) in which access rights are

computed each time the subject loads the capability.

We recommend reviewing Kain’s capability machine

taxonomy [12] to fully appreciate this section.

Definition - A capability is essentially a ticket by

which a subject gains access to an object; it usually

has at least two fields: name and access rights. The

name is a Unique IDentifer (UID) of the object. The

access rights field contains the privileges the

possessing subject has to that object.

Capabilities must have integrity; the UID field

must be opaque to the user; and its propagation must
be controlled. Integrity prevents a user from making

his own capabilities thereby giving himself access to

any system object [13]. Opaqueness prevents a user
from seeing a predictable sequence of UIDS which he

can then use to drive a covert channel, Controlled

propagation prevents security policy violations [12].

Pure Ca~abilities - LOCK began as an implemen-
tation of a large and complex design of a distributed
reference monitor resulting from SRI’s PSOS Study.

A reference monitor is distributed when the access

decider is remotely separate from the access enforcer

and the cost of communicating with the access

decider is high. The access decision is stored in the

capability to avoid asking the access decider each

time a subject uses it,

In a pure capability approach, a subject with read

access to an object in which a capability is stored

may freely copy it. Unfortunately, this freedom leads

to the violation of the *-property [1 1]. Capability
propagation had to be controlled to solve this

problem. Prohibiting capability propagation was not
acceptable because it prevents information sharing

entirely. Touch-limits were developed to control

capability propagation.

Touch-Limited Ca~abilites - Touch-limiting adds

security attribute information to a pure capability

describing an object [14]. For example, an object

security-level and type field may be added to the UID

and rights field. The reference monitor compares the

attributes of the object to those of the copying

subject to restrict the access rights field when the

capability is copied. For example, when a high-level

subject copies a read-write capability referring to a

low-level object, the reference monitor deletes write

access in the copied capability to preserve the *-

property.

This approach requires special atomic operations

to create and manipulate capabilities. These opera-

tions increase the size and complexity of the refer-

ence monitor. This increased complexity is necessary

to use capabilities with stored access rights.

Name Ca~abilities - The decision to continue

storing access decisions in capabilities was based on

our desire to keep the design general, Stored access

decisions permit the possibility of a remote access

decision maker. This goal justified bearing the

complexity of capability operations.

During SAT-I, the evaluators required discre-

tionary access revocation to be effective by the next

Iogin. Because the discretionary access is part of the

access decision stored in the capability, all effected
capabilities had to be tracked down and modified.
The performance overhead was too high. This was

the final blow to the use of stored decisions.

We deleted the capability’s access rights field

leaving only the UID field. The capability is then

simply a name. Access rights are computed when

objects are first referenced in a session by a subject.

The computation is based on the current security

attributes of the subject and object and the system

security policy.

The decision to defer access rights computation

restricted the class of architectures to which the

current LOCK design could be applied. On the other

hand, touch-limiting is still a viable option.

Securitv Policv Extendibilitv

Supervisor code on the host is limited to that
which must provide low-level security-related func-

tionality. This consists primarily of physical resource
management functions such as process multiplexing.

The host-resident TCB code may be thought of as the

driver software for the SIDEARM.

The operating system integration will ~Onsi~t
mainly of moving security-related functionality from
the operating system to the TCB. This will be
discussed in section 5.

Kernel Extensions (KEs) extend the security

policy implemented by the SIDEARM. This extension
is necessary for two reasons. Anticipating security
requirements for future applications is impossible; the

requirements themselves are potentially contradictory.

Additionally, including all known, non-contradictory

security requirements would create a cost and
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performance burden. KEs are verified to have some

property that refines the basic security policy. They

execute “on top of” the supervisor code on the host

under the control of SIDEARM [15,16] (figure 4).

This method of extending TCB operations allows

incremental advances to LOCK functionality from

different software vendors [2].

Loose versus Tieht Cou~ling

The integration of LOCK modules can range from

their use as peripherals to their placement on the

CPU board. For the prototype we favored loose

coupling. Both the SIDEARM and BED are separate

devices. They are integrated into the system bus like

disk controllers. The system integrator writes a

SIDEARM and BED “device driver” to allow the CPU

to talk to them like it talks to device controllers

(disks, tapes, etc.).

Tight coupIing can be done by incorporating the

module device drivers directly into the host pro-

cessor’s microcode. One could even create a custom-

ized CPU board with both host processor and

SIDEARM. Tight coupling follows the trend toward

packing increasing functionality into processors.

The loose coupling approach allows prototyping

flexibility. It is also easier to move from the loosely

coupled to the tightly coupled approach.

Commoditv versus Customized Com~onents

Because of our principle to focus on the unknown,

the LOCK prototype uses many commodity components.
The SIDEARM module is made entirely of commodity

components including: microprocessors and memory.

Smaller and higher performance customized moduIes

may be developed during the manufacturing stage.

Custom development is localized to three moduIes:

the Host Interface Controller (HIC), the SIDEARM

Interface Controller (SIC), and the MMU. The LOCK

MMU is a customization of the host computer’s native
MMu.

Verification ARproach

LOCK is a significant example of a secure system

development using verification technology. This
section gives an overview of our goals and a flavor of

some of the problems in achieving them.

Proof Philosophy

A security proof of a specification is a convincing

argument to increase one’s confidence that a system

design does not violate a security policy. Proof of

security is not running a program specification

through an automatic verifier. A real proof is a

human-understandable argument that a design specifi-

cation adheres to our intuitions of security. It must
withstand scrutiny by human reviewers [17].

Humans must formalize the intuition of a security

policy in statements that must be proved about

specifications. Humans must judge whether the

specification completely characterizes the system

design. Humans must determine whether the proof

argument is sound.

Security proofs, like mathematical theorem proofs,

are not incontrovertible. Proofs increase confidence

in correctness; they do not provide absolute certainty.

Security proofs are inherently negative statements
about access rules violations; they do not determine

whether the design is free from unwanted function-

ality (e.g. trojan horses and viruses) that violates our
intuitive sense of security.

Social Review

Because we

understandable,

Proof s.” These

believe that proof arguments must be

LOCK starts with “journal-level

are proof arguments that sketch the

proof out in much the same way mathematicians
sketch their proofs. The proofs can be refereed by

mathematicians in the same way that proofs in

mathematics journals are refereed. We have estab-

lished a group of volunteer referees who will scru-

tinize our proofs: the LOCK Proof Referees.

Gvmv: A Proof Checker

Verification tools are in their infancy. None are

production quality. Brute force application of the

tools to specifications can be hazardous to the

security health of the system designed. Questions

remain on fundamental issues such as the soundness

of the tools. Incorrect proofs of security show up

because of subtle errors in assumptions on the part of

the person using the tool. Tools like the Gypsy

Verification Environment (GVE) are evolving to

address these concerns. Unfortunately, this evolution

makes operational use even more difficult.

We chose the GVE as the most mature and

flexible among NCSC-endorsed tools. The GVE proves
specifications semi-automatically with human guidance.

The journal-level proofs establish the human proof

strategy; GVE provides a machine check.
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rhe GVE tool has caught several nonobvious

design errors. For example, valid-state conditions

were listed as unproven hypotheses while proving the

specification. These conditions are mainly consistency

requirements on the security attributes data base.

The tool also caught a covert channel in a SIDEARM

operation while trying to prove noninterference

conditions (see Conditional Noninterference).

About $1.7 million is being spent on LOCK

program verification -- about 9% of the total project

cost. Much of the money is spent in the Gypsy proof

checking process. Whether it is worth checking the

journal-level proofs with the time-intensive tools is

still an open question.

Pushing Toward Verified Im~lementations

A verified design is only as good as the informal
arguments mapping the design to the implementation.
High-grade secure systems must push assurance closer

to verified functionally correct implementations. Our

current FTLS already are very detailed and our Kernel

Extension (KE) proofs will be even more so.

Unfortunately, the increased size and detail of

the formal specification is pushing the GVE past its

capabilities. Limits on the specification language’s

expressiveness, the efficiency of the proof generation

process, unsoundness, and a lack of power in the

underlying theorem p-rover all characterize this

difficulty. Despite this, we still believe that the GVE

is the best choice for LOCK. These problems show

the need for advances in verification tools and are

not meant to indict any one tool.

We are providing feedback for Gypsy improve-

ments to the Gypsy developers based on our experi-

ence. Resource limitations caused us to scale back

planned Formal Implementation Level Proofs (FILS).

An FILS would be almost 1-1 mappable to source

code. We plan to experiment in proving some parts

of the FILS. We then will assess what properties

tools must have to prove an FILS.

Proof O~timization: Lavering and Factoring

We have applied two techniques for increasing the

efficiency of proof checking with the GVE: proof

layering and proof factoring.

Proof layering structures the proof of one part of

the specification to make use of the proof of another.

For example, the proof of Type Enforcement is at the

base layer; KE proofs are conditioned on this base

proof. Type Enforcement guarantees that only certain
programs will write objects of a given file type.

Programs reading this file type guarantee that
properties of the written files are maintained. KE

correctness is simpler to prove when the input is
provably constrained by Type Enforcement.

Proof factoring involves carefully choosing the

parts of a proof to separate out as lemmas and

generalizing them for subsequent re-use. Proof
factoring is analogous to the concept of reusable

software modules. It requires insight and experience

which can be gained only by doing some proofs

without factoring. One then sees some commonality,

factors the proof, and generalizes.

Conditional Noninterference

LOCK advanced system verification by integrating

covert channel analysis into the proof analysis. We
have done this with a newly applied technique called

conditional noninterference [18]. Conditional nonin-

terference is represented by several new theorems

that must be proved about the specification. When

the proof fails, you have identified a covert channel.

Since most practical systems cannot function without

some covert channels [6], it is not always possible to

correct the design so that the proof succeeds.

Sometimes one can only reduce the channel bandwidth

and then audit it.

LQGK4!h
Although LOCK started as a target machine, we

soon progressed to a self-hosting requirement. This
decision brought with it many other considerations,

primarily the choice of operating system.

We considered two options: porting an existing

operating system on top of the LOCK TCB or devel-

oping a new operating system. We chose the port to

demonstrate the generic nature of LOCK, i.e. it can

work with any commercial operating system. This

decision also saves us the time and expense of

developing a new operating system and applications.

We chose Unix as the first operating system to be

ported to the LOCK TCB for three reasons: (1) Unix

is relatively small. The kernel has about 17,000 lines

of code; (2) Unix is widely used; and, (3) The Unix

application base is large.

LOCK/ix Avvroach

The unmodified Unix operating system has a

reputation for being insecure [19,20]. This is not an

issue for LOCK because most of the operating system

is treated as hostile code. Much of the operating
system can be regarded as another application running

on top of the LOCK TCB. This means that the

operating system can be modified without affecting

the security of the system.

Like any other operating system, Unix has

security-related functions rooted in resource manage-
ment. The SIDEARM and low-level, host-resident TCB

code provides this functionality. Therefore some
operating system internaIs must be removed or
modified in porting it to LOCK. We expect these
changes to be minimal and localized, however, to

simplify the porting of applications.

LOCK/ix will provide “virtual machine-type”
multi-level security. During any particular login

session, ‘a LOCK/ix subject can operate only at the

security level granted at login. Users must log out
and log back in to change a security level. A login
session is equivalent to a Unix process family (figure

5). We chose this configuration for three reasons: (1)
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better performance; (2) minimization of necessary
trusted code; and, (3) simplicity due to the relatively

small number of Unix kernel modifications required

[21],

LOCK/ix Subjects and Processes

LOCf(/ix LOCK/ix
Subject (Secret) Subject (Confidential)

o. * 4%1+
,*, ● “:1 Unix

Process
● .O Family

~$+$’o~

Figure 5

Compatibility Goals Summarv

The LOCK/ix interface definition is based on Unix

System V Release 1. This definition sets out the

differences between LOCK/ix and Unix System V

Release 1 and the reasons for them. These differ-

ences are a problem if they affect the porting of

many applications.

Some system calls and functions must be changed

to implement LOCK/ix securely. They fall into the

three basic categories listed below and in figure 6.

I. The system call or function does not make

sense in the LOCK implementation of Unix,

and will be implemented for compatibility’s

sake as a no-op.

II. The system call or function requires changes

to make it consistent with the LOCK environ-

ment.

111. The system call or function requires changes

to implement security policy.

LOCIVix Changes

1. (no-rrp) Il. (env.)

m0unt(2) mal10 c(3)
stime(2) sbrk(2(
synd(2) times(2)
um0unt(2)

Figure 6

Ill. (security pollcy)

access(2)

chdri(2)
chmod(2)
chown(2)
crest(2)

exec(2)
fcntl(3)

fopen(3)

fread(3)
fwrite(3)
i0ctl(2)
kill(2)

link(2)

mknod(2)
m0tinl(2)

0pen(2)
read(2)

eetgid(2)
setuid(2)

stat(2)

ustat(2)

utime(2)
write(2)

The group I system calls that will be modified are

those that are used for specific operations: to mount

and unmount file systems, to update file systems, and

to set the system date and time. File system

operations are handled in LOCK/ix by a special File

Server Subject. This server will not mount file

systems; all portions of the file system hierarchy will

be “mounted” at system generation time, in a manner

which should satisfy all applications, Because the file

systems are under the control of the TCB, a user will

have access only to those file systems allowed by the

security policy. The system time in a LOCK system is

set outside of LOCK/ix, (by TCB code during bootup).

The group II system calls and functions designa-

ted for modification are those concerned with memory

allocation and time measurement. A side effect of

the LOCK addressing scheme limits the maximum

object size to 16 megabytes. The Dual computer that
we are LOCKing has a 32-bit address space and LOCK

uses the uppermost eight bits for the offset into the

subject translation table. The memory allocation

system calls and functions must be changed to reflect
this limitation. The LOCK TCB reports system clock
time to the nearest second (versus 1/100 of a second

in standard Unix) to non-TCB applications to prevent

its use in covert channels. This solution is acceptable

for non-real time systems.

The group III system calls and functions requiring

modification address a wide range of uses. We have

made a few assumptions when discussing these. First,

the addition of security functionality does not in any
way change what the system call or function does. If

the user has the required access rights the call will
work as expected. Also, there are some changes that

are a result of securing the system (for instance,

user-id O will no longer grant “super-user” privileges).

These modifications will require changes in some

programs, but the use of the system calls themselves

will not affect the porting of most applications.

LOCK/ix and Setuid/Set~id

One of the issues involving some of the group HI

system calls and functions is the use of the setuid

(setgid) function. In standard Unix System V, there

is the concept of a real user-id and group-id as well

as an effective user-id and group-id. The setuid

(setgid) feature is used to change the effective user-
id (group-id) from the real user-id (group-id) to some

other value. This feature provides a temporary way

to change one’s effective user-id (group-id) to accom-

plish a task, and then resets it to the real user-id

(group-id) value. The LOCK security policy requires

that a subject retain its identity throughout its

lifetime.

The File System Server (FSS) supports setuid

(setgid). If the user invokes a setuid program and its
effective user-id is on the Access Control List (ACL),

the FSS temporarily adds the user’s real user-id to

the ACL to allow access to the appropriate resources.

When processing is complete, the FSS calls the TCB
to have the previously created entry cleared.

We believe that the result will be a functional

setuid (setgid) feature that will preserve compatibility
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in use of the calls. Given this scheme, there are only

a few system calls within LOCK/ix which can be said

to be incompatible, and their frequency of use is so

low that we expect only a minor impact on the

portability of System V Release l-compliant applica-

tions.

Relationshi~ to Other Efforts

The Portable Operating System for Computer

Environments (POSIX), and the Trusted Unix Working

Group (Trusix) are two of the most visible groups

trying to add security to Unix standards.

POSIX is the name for a standard operating

system interface defined in the IEEE 1003.1 Standard.
The interface standard is a subset of the features and

functionality provided in Unix System V Release 3.

POSIX is also the name given to the group that

evaluates and accepts or rejects proposed changes to

the standard. To do this, several subcommittees have

spun off to handle the specialized areas of interest.

One of the more recent additions has been the

P1OO3.6 subcommittee on security. Their main task is

to define security extensions to the POSIX standard

targeted for the B3 level of security.

Trusix is a group working in the area of secure

Unix and is closely tied to the POSIX effort. Trusix
is developing a TCB interface specification, and

companion documents, which give a rationale for the
specification while addressing central issues in the

design of B3 secure Unix systems. The body of this
work will be evaluated for POSIX compliance. Trusix

is not a standard, but the results of this effort are

intended to be used as guidelines for the development

of secure, POSIX-conforming, Unix-based systems.

Figure 7a shows the relationship among these

three endeavors. POSIX is based on Unix System V

Release 3, while LOCK/ix is based upon Release 1.

LOCK/ix will not define a secure Unix standard, but

it may be used as a guideline for porting future LOCK
operating systems. LOCK /ix will be an example of a

secure Unix implementation which will be as compa-

tible as possible with the Unix System V Interface

Definition for Release 1.

LOCK/ix and Secure Unix Standards

TIMELINE
Jan 1934 1986 1987 1989 1989 1990 1991 i992 1993 1994

‘~
star! Fln!sh Exlen.lonq

TRUSIX TRUSIX

LOCK/ix does not support Inter-Subject Communi-

cation (ISC), for two reasons: (1) ISC does not exist

in Unix System V Release 1, and (2) there is little

need for ISC in LOCK/ix, because of the aggregation

of Unix processes into one LOCK/ix subject as shown

in figure 5.

The LOCK/ix solution for ACL’S differs from

that of Trusix. Some security features may differ due

to the differences in the Unix releases upon which

these two efforts are based. Other solutions may

differ because these are concurrent efforts (figure

7b). LOCK/ix team participation in the Trusix group

facilitates information sharing to reduce redundant

work and to come to a common solution where

possible.

In summary, LOCK/ix will be highly compatible

with Unix System V Release 1. Changes will be

required for programs that try to access or use
resources that have been modified or eliminated to

implement a consistent security policy. Where access

is allowed, however, the strict use of system calls and

functions will work as expected.

Future LOCK

We expect LOCK standard modules to help the

development and evaluation communities. The use of

these modules should decrease the vendors investment
for secure system development. We expect to reduce

both the development and evaluation time because the
LOCK standard modules already will meet many of the

security requirements. The modules should reduce

risk and the resource expenditures for both communi-

ties.

No matter how technically strong, LOCK’s success

depends on industry’s acceptance and use of the

LOCK standard modules. We seek vendor participation

in establishing standard interface control specifi-

cations for the LOCK modules. We will be asking for

feedback on these documents through the LOCK

Integration Needs Consortium group established for

the purpose.

With industry’s ownership, we expect to have

several vendors develop and produce SIDEARM and

BED modules. NCSC would then endorse them for

sale to system integrators and wcwld expect computer
vendors to integrate the modulles and conduct an

accelerated evaluation. The resulting LOCKed

versions of their systems would become part of their

standard product line.

Module interface standardization and accelerated

evaluation should allow the modules and the host
systems to keep pace with acivancing technology.
This should reduce the cost of information security

and allow integration into next-generation computer

architectures.

LOCK’s open architecture foundation will be

common across different computers. We expect LOCK

to increase the number of secure system developers
and secure systems.

Figure 7
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